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American liberals are obsessed with finding ways to silence and censor their
adversaries. Every week, if not every day, they have new targets they want de-
platformed, banned, silenced, and otherwise prevented from speaking or being heard
(by "liberals,” I mean the term of self-description used by the dominant wing of the
Democratic Party).

Joe Rogan interviews Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) on Aug. 6, 2019, roughly six
months before he endorsed the Vermont independent for president.

For years, their preferred censorship tactic was to expand and distort the concept of
"hate speech” to mean "views that make us uncomfortable,” and then demand that
such “hateful” views be prohibited on that basis. For that reason, it is now common to
hear Democrats assert, falsely, that the First Amendment's guarantee of free speech
does not protect “hate speech." Their political culture has long inculcated them to
believe that they can comfortably silence whatever views they arbitrarily place into this
category without being guilty of censorship.

Constitutional illiteracy to the side, the “hate speech” framework for justifying
censorship is now insufficient because liberals are eager to silence a much broader
range of voices than those they can credibly accuse of being hateful. That is why the
newest, and now most popular, censorship framework is to claim that their targets are
guilty of spreading “misinformation” or “disinformation.” These terms, by design, have
no clear or concise meaning. Like the term “terrorism,” it is their elasticity that makes
them so useful.

When liberals’ favorite media outlets, from CNN and NBC to The New York Times and
The Atlantic, spend four years disseminating one fabricated Russia story after the next
— from the Kremlin hacking into Vermont's heating system and Putin's sexual blackmail
over Trump to bounties on the heads of U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan, the Biden email
archive being "Russian disinformation,” and a magical mystery weapon that injures
American brains with cricket noises — none of that is "disinformation” that requires
banishment. Nor are false claims that COVID's origin has proven to be zoonotic rather
than a lab leak, the vastly overstated claim that vaccines prevent transmission of
COVID, or that Julian Assange stole classified documents and caused people to die.
Corporate outlets beloved by liberals are free to spout serious falsehoods without being
deemed guilty of disinformation, and, because of that, do so routinely.

This "disinformation" term is reserved for those who question liberal pieties, not for
those devoted to affirming them. That is the real functional definition of “disinformation”
and of its little cousin, “misinformation.” It is not possible to disagree with liberals or see
the world differently than they see it. The only two choices are unthinking submission to
their dogma or acting as an agent of "disinformation.” Dissent does not exist to them;
any deviation from their worldview is inherently dangerous — to the point that it cannot
be heard.

The data proving a deeply radical authoritarian strain in Trump-era Democratic Party
politics is ample and have been extensively reported here. Democrats overwhelmingly
trust and love the FBI and CIA. Polls show they overwhelmingly favor censorship of the
internet not only by Big Tech oligarchs but also by the state. Leading Democratic Party
politicians have repeatedly subpoenaed social media executives and explicitly
threatened them with legal and regulatory reprisals if they do not censor more
aggressively — a likely violation of the First Amendment given decades of case law
ruling that state officials are barred from coercing private actors to censor for them, in
ways the Constitution prohibits them from doing directly.

Democratic officials have used the pretexts of COVID, “the insurrection," and Russia to
justify their censorship demands. Both Joe Biden and his Surgeon General, Vivek
Murthy, have "urged” Silicon Valley to censor more when asked about Joe Rogan and
others who air what they call “disinformation” about COVID. They cheered the use of
pro-prosecutor tactics against Michael Flynn and other Russiagate targets; made a hero
out of the Capitol Hill Police officer who shot and killed the unarmed Ashli Babbitt; voted
for an additional $2 billion to expand the functions of the Capitol Police; have demanded
and obtained lengthy prison sentences and solitary confinement even for non-violent
1/6 defendants; and even seek to import the War on Terror onto domestic soil.

Given the climate prevailing in the American liberal faction, this authoritarianism is
anything but surprising. For those who convince themselves that they are not battling
mere political opponents with a different ideology but a fascist movement led by a
Hitler-like figure bent on imposing totalitarianism — a core, defining belief of modern-
day Democratic Party politics — it is virtually inevitable that they will embrace
authoritarianism. When a political movement is subsumed by fear — the Orange Hitler
will put you in camps and end democracy if he wins again — then it is not only
expected but even rational to embrace authoritarian tactics including censorship to
stave off this existential threat. Fear always breeds authoritarianism, which is why
manipulating and stimulating that human instinct is the favorite tactic of political
demagogues.

And when it comes to authoritarian tactics, censorship has become the liberals’ North
Star. Every week brings news of a newly banished heretic. Liberals cheered the news
last week that Google's YouTube permanently banned the extremely popular video
channel of conservative commentator Dan Bongino. His permanent ban was imposed
for the crime of announcing that, moving forward, he would post all of his videos
exclusively on the free speech video platform Rumble after he received a seven-day
suspension from Google's overlords for spreading supposed COVID “disinformation.”
What was Bongino's prohibited view that prompted that suspension? He claimed cloth
masks do not work to stop the spread of COVID, a view shared by numerous experts
and, at least in part, by the CDC. When Bongino disobeyed the seven-day suspension
by using an alternative YouTube channel to announce his move to Rumble, liberals
cheered Google's permanent ban because the only thing liberals hate more than
platforms that allow diverse views are people failing to obey rules imposed by corporate
authorities.

It is not hyperbole to observe that there is now a concerted war on any platforms
devoted to free discourse and which refuse to capitulate to the demands of Democratic
politicians and liberal activists to censor. The spear of the attack are corporate media
outlets, who demonize and try to render radioactive any platforms that allow free
speech to flourish. When Rumble announced that a group of free speech advocates —
including myself, former Democratic Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard, comedian Bridget
Phetasy, former Sanders campaign videographer Matt Orfalea and journalist Zaid Jilani
— would produce video content for Rumble, The Washington Post immediately
published a hit piece, relying exclusively on a Google-and-Facebook-aligned so-called
"disinformation expert” to malign Rumble as "one of the main platforms for conspiracy
communities and far-right communities in the U.S. and around the world” and a place
“where conspiracies thrive," all caused by Rumble's "allowing such videos to remain on
the site unmoderated.” (The narrative about Rumble is particular bizarre since its
Canadian founder and still-CEO, Chris Pavlovski created Rumble in 2013 with apolitical
goals — to allow small content creators abandoned by YouTube to monetize their
content — and is very far from an adherent to right-wing ideology).

The same attack was launched, and is still underway, against Substack, also for the
crime of refusing to ban writers deemed by liberal corporate outlets and activists to be
hateful and/or fonts of disinformation. After the first wave of liberal attacks on Substack
failed — that script was that it is a place for anti-trans animus and harassment — The
Post returned this week for round two, with a paint-by-numbers hit piece virtually
identical to the one it published last year about Rumble. “Newsletter company Substack
is making millions off anti-vaccine content, according to estimates,” blared the sub-
headline. “Prominent figures known for spreading misinformation, such as [Joseph]
Mercola, have flocked to Substack, podcasting platforms and a growing number of
right-wing social media networks over the past year after getting kicked off or restricted
on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube,” warned the Post. It is, evidently, extremely
dangerous to society for voices to still be heard once Google decrees they should not
be.

This Post attack on Substack predictably provoked expressions of Serious Concern
from good and responsible liberals. That included Chelsea Clinton, who lamented that
Substack is profiting off a “grift.” Apparently, this political heiress — who is one of the
world's richest individuals by virtue of winning the birth lottery of being born to rich and
powerful parents, who in turn enriched themselves by cashing in on their political
influence in exchange for $750,000 paychecks from Goldman Sachs for 45-minute
speeches, and who herself somehow was showered with a $600,000 annual contract
from NBC News despite no qualifications — believes she is in a position to accuse
others of "grifting.” She also appears to believe that — despite welcoming convicted
child sex trafficker Ghislaine Maxwell to her wedding to a hedge fund oligarch whose
father was expelled from Congress after his conviction on thirty-one counts of felony
fraud — she is entitled to decree who should and should not be allowed to have a
writing platform:

This Post-manufactured narrative about Substack instantly metastasized throughout the
liberal sect of media. “Anti-vaxxers making ‘at least $2.5m’ a year from publishing on
Substack,” read the headline of The Guardian, the paper that in 2018 published the
outright lie that Julian Assange met twice with Paul Manafort inside the Ecuadorian
Embassy and refuses to this day to retract it (i.e., “disinformation"). Like The Post, the
British paper cited one of the seemingly endless number of shady pro-censorship
groups — this one calling itself the “Center for Countering Digital Hate” — to argue for
greater censorship by Substack. “They could just say no,” said the group's director, who
has apparently convinced himself he should be able to dictate what views should and
should not be aired: “This isn’t about freedom; this is about profiting from lies. . . .
Substack should immediately stop profiting from medical misinformation that can
seriously harm readers.”

The emerging campaign to pressure Spotify to remove Joe Rogan from its platform is
perhaps the most illustrative episode yet of both the dynamics at play and the
desperation of liberals to ban anyone off-key. It was only a matter of time before this
effort really galvanized in earnest. Rogan has simply become too influential, with too
large of an audience of young people, for the liberal establishment to tolerate his
continuing to act up. Prior efforts to coerce, cajole, or manipulate Rogan to fall into line
were abject failures. Shortly after The Wall Street Journal reported in September, 2020
that Spotify employees were organizing to demand that some of Rogan's shows be
removed from the platform, Rogan invited Alex Jones onto his show: a rather strong
statement that he was unwilling to obey decrees about who he could interview or what
he could say.

On Tuesday, musician Neil Young demanded that Spotify either remove Rogan from its
platform or cease featuring Young's music, claiming Rogan spreads COVID
disinformation. Spotify predictably sided with Rogan, their most popular podcaster in
whose show they invested $100 million, by removing Young's music and keeping
Rogan. The pressure on Spotify mildly intensified on Friday when singer Joni Mitchell
issued a similar demand. All sorts of censorship-mad liberals celebrated this effort to
remove Rogan, then vowed to cancel their Spotify subscription in protest of Spotify's
refusal to capitulate for now; a hashtag urging the deletion of Spotify's app trended for
days. Many bizarrely urged that everyone buy music from Apple instead; apparently,
handing over your cash to one of history's largest and richest corporations, repeatedly
linked to the use of slave labor, is the liberal version of subversive social justice.

Jack Cocchiarella
@JDCocchiarella

Spotify chose Joe Rogan over Neil Young. 

I’ll choose Apple Music over Spotify.
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Obviously, Spotify is not going to jettison one of their biggest audience draws over a
couple of faded septuagenarians from the 1960s. But if a current major star follows suit,
it is not difficult to imagine a snowball effect. The goal of liberals with this tactic is to
take any disobedient platform and either force it into line or punish it by drenching it
with such negative attacks that nobody who craves acceptance in the parlors of Decent
Liberal Society will risk being associated with it. “Prince Harry was under pressure to cut
ties with Spotify yesterday after the streaming giant was accused of promoting anti-vax
content,” claimed The Daily Mail which, reliable or otherwise, is a certain sign of things
to come.

One could easily envision a tipping point being reached where a musician no longer
makes an anti-Rogan statement by leaving the platform as Young and Mitchell just did,
but instead will be accused of harboring pro-Rogan sentiments if they stay on Spotify.
With the stock price of Spotify declining as these recent controversies around Rogan
unfolded, a strategy in which Spotify is forced to choose between keeping Rogan or
losing substantial musical star power could be more viable than it currently seems.
“Spotify lost $4 billion in market value this week after rock icon Neil Young called out the
company for allowing comedian Joe Rogan to use its service to spread misinformation
about the COVID vaccine on his popular podcast, 'The Joe Rogan Experience,’” is how
The San Francisco Chronicle put it (that Spotify's stock price dropped rather
precipitously contemporaneously with this controversy is clear; less so is the causal
connection, though it seems unlikely to be entire coincidental):

It is worth recalling that NBC News, in January, 2017, announced that it had hired
Megyn Kelly away from Fox News with a $69 million contract. The network had big
plans for Kelly, whose first show debuted in June of that year. But barely more than a
year later, Kelly's comments about blackface — in which she rhetorically wondered
whether the notorious practice could be acceptable in the modern age with the right
intent: such as a young white child paying homage to a beloved African-American
sports or cultural figure on Halloween — so enraged liberals, both inside the now-liberal
network and externally, that they demanded her firing. NBC decided it was worth firing
Kelly — on whom they had placed so many hopes — and eating her enormous contract
in order to assuage widespread liberal indignation. “The cancellation of the ex-Fox
News host’s glossy morning show is a reminder that networks need to be more
stringent when assessing the politics of their hirings,” proclaimed The Guardian.

Democrats are not only the dominant political faction in Washington, controlling the
White House and both houses of Congress, but liberals in particular are clearly the
hegemonic culture force in key institutions: media, academia and Hollywood. That is
why it is a mistake to assume that we are near the end of their orgy of censorship and
de-platforming victories. It is far more likely that we are much closer to the beginning
than the end. The power to silence others is intoxicating. Once one gets a taste of its
power, they rarely stop on their own.

Indeed, it was once assumed that Silicon Valley giants steeped in the libertarian ethos of
a free internet would be immune to demands to engage in political censorship ("content
moderation” is the more palatable euphemism which liberal corporate media outlets
prefer). But when the still-formidable megaphones of The New York Times, The
Washington Post, NBC News, CNN and the rest of the liberal media axis unite to accuse
Big Tech executives of having blood on their hands and being responsible for the
destruction of American democracy, that is still an effective enforcement mechanism.
Billionaires are, like all humans, social and political animals and instinctively avoid
ostracization and societal scorn.

Beyond the personal interest in avoiding vilification, corporate executives can be made
to censor against their will and in violation of their political ideology out of self-interest.
The corporate media still has the ability to render a company toxic, and the Democratic
Party more now than ever has the power to abuse their lawmaking and regulatory
powers to impose real punishment for disobedience, as it has repeatedly threatened to
do. If Facebook or Spotify are deemed to be so toxic that no Good Liberals can use
them without being attacked as complicit in fascism, white supremacy or anti-vax
fanaticism, then that will severely limit, if not entirely sabotage, a company's future
viability.

The one bright spot in all this — and it is a significant one — is that liberals have
become such extremists in their quest to silence all adversaries that they are generating
their own backlash, based in disgust for their tyrannical fanaticism. In response to the
Post attack, Substack issued a gloriously defiant statement re-affirming its commitment
to guaranteeing free discourse. They also repudiated the hubristic belief that they are
competent to act as arbiters of Truth and Falsity, Good and Bad. “Society has a trust
problem. More censorship will only make it worse,” read the headline on the post from
Substack's founders. The body of their post reads like a free speech manifesto:

That’s why, as we face growing pressure to censor content published on
Substack that to some seems dubious or objectionable, our answer remains
the same: we make decisions based on principles not PR, we will defend
free expression, and we will stick to our hands-off approach to content
moderation. While we have content guidelines that allow us to protect the
platform at the extremes, we will always view censorship as a last resort,
because we believe open discourse is better for writers and better for
society. 

A lengthy Twitter thread from Substack's Vice President of Communications, Lulu
Cheng Meservey was similarly encouraging and assertive. "I'm proud of our decision to
defend free expression, even when it’s hard," she wrote, adding: "because: 1) We want
a thriving ecosystem full of fresh and diverse ideas. That can’t happen without the
freedom to experiment, or even to be wrong.” Regarding demands to de-platform those
allegedly spreading COVID disinformation, she pointedly — and accurately — noted: “If
everyone who has ever been wrong about this pandemic were silenced, there would be
no one left talking about it at all.” And she, too, affirmed principles that every actual,
genuine liberal — not the Nancy Pelosi kind — reflexively supports:

People already mistrust institutions, media, and each other. Knowing that
dissenting views are being suppressed makes that mistrust worse.
Withstanding scrutiny makes truths stronger, not weaker. We made a
promise to writers that this is a place they can pursue what they find
meaningful, without coddling or controlling. We promised we wouldn’t come
between them and their audiences. And we intend to keep our side of the
agreement for every writer that keeps theirs. to think for themselves. They
tend not to be conformists, and they have the confidence and strength of
conviction not to be threatened by views that disagree with them or even
disgust them.

This is becoming increasingly rare.

The U.K.'s Royal Society, its national academy of scientists, this month echoed
Substack's view that censorship, beyond its moral dimensions and political dangers, is
ineffective and breeds even more distrust in pronouncements by authorities.
“Governments and social media platforms should not rely on content removal for
combatting harmful scientific misinformation online." "There is,” they concluded, "little
evidence that calls for major platforms to remove offending content will limit scientific
misinformation’s harms” and "such measures could even drive it to harder-to-address
corners of the internet and exacerbate feelings of distrust in authorities.”

As both Rogan's success and collapsing faith and interest in traditional corporate media
outlets proves, there is a growing hunger for discourse that is liberated from the tight
controls of liberal media corporations and their petulant, herd-like employees. That is
why other platforms devoted to similar principles of free discourse, such as Rumble for
videos and Callin for podcasts, continue to thrive. It is certain that those platforms will
continue to be targeted by institutional liberalism as they grow and allow more
dissidents and heretics to be heard. Time will tell if they, too, will resist these censorship
pressures, but the combination of genuine conviction on the part of their founders and
managers, combined with the clear market opportunities for free speech platforms and
heterodox thinkers, provides ample ground for optimism.

None of this is to suggest that American liberals are the only political faction that
succumbs to the strong temptations of censorships. Liberals often point to the growing
fights over public school curricula and particularly the conservative campaign to exclude
so-called Critical Race Theory from the public schools as proof that the American Right
is also a pro-censorship faction. That is a poor example. Censorship is about what
adults can hear, not what children are taught in public schools. Liberals crusaded for
decades to have creationism banned from the public schools and largely succeeded,
yet few would suggest this was an act of censorship. For the reason I just gave, I
certainly would define it that way. Fights over what children should and should not be
taught can have a censorship dimension but usually do not, precisely because limits
and prohibitions in school curricula are inevitable.

There are indeed examples of right-wing censorship campaigns: among the worst are
laws implemented by GOP legislatures and championed by GOP governors to punish
those who support a boycott of Israel by denying them contracts or other employment
benefits. And among the most frequent targets of censorship campaigns on college
campuses are critics of Israel and activists for Palestinian rights. But federal courts have
been unanimously striking down those indefensible red-state laws punishing BDS
activists as an unconstitutional infringement of free speech rights, and polling data, as
noted above, shows that it is the Democrats who overwhelmingly favor internet
censorship while Republicans oppose it.

In sum, censorship — once the province of the American Right during the heydey of the
Moral Majority of the 1980s — now occurs in isolated instances in that faction. In
modern-day American liberalism, however, censorship is a virtual religion. They simply
cannot abide the idea that anyone who thinks differently or sees the world differently
than they should be heard. That is why there is much more at stake in this campaign to
have Rogan removed from Spotify than whether this extremely popular podcast host will
continue to be heard there or on another platform. If liberals succeed in pressuring
Spotify to abandon their most valuable commodity, it will mean nobody is safe from
their petty-tyrant tactics. But if they fail, it can embolden other platforms to similarly defy
these bullying tactics, keeping our discourse a bit more free for just awhile longer.

NOTE: Tonight at 7 pm EST, I will discuss the Rogan censorship campaign and the
broader implications of the liberal fixation with censorship on my live Callin podcast. For
now, live shows can be heard only with an iPhone and the Callin app — the app will be
very shortly available on Androids for universal use — but all shows can be heard by
everyone immediately after they are broadcast on the Callin website, here.

To support the independent journalism we are doing here, please subscribe, obtain a gift
subscription for others and/or share the article
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I thought at first that Neil Young is just an old fool but wait...
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if you supervisor wants you to vax, tell them FU and if they
dont like it go to a lawyer and claim they ridiculed you and
harassed you on the basis of sex/race/age/religion/whatever
victim status you think would best stick; it need not even be
true to be very effective against them. stick it to them just
like they want to stick you with the vax.

we are at war with the UN, so your charge against the
vaxinator DOES NOT NEED TO BE TRUE
to be effective.

sue bonded public officials; your claim may not even be
true whatever that means any more,
but it would fuck up their bullshit fine and they will be out of
office in a heartbeat. sue

sue bonded public officials. sue the bastards until they
puke.

they do this to us all the time. sniping us one by one or a
nation at a time by false charges Juicy Smellitt as an
example). sue them personally, especially public officials
who are elected or appointed by political office, because
they are bonded and hence very vulnerable.  sue them
personally for their bond. your lawsuit need not have
genuine merit in this world, it is an attack against an enemy

they lie, they kill, they have stooped to deceit, so we must
fight. a tooth for a tooth now. a nail for a nail.  they may be
someone's daughter or son, but so are you and yours.

this is a war against free people, so dont expect mercy or
fair fighting; and dont limit yourself.
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So let me see here...if Neil baby is profiting from Pharma
stock and being a tool for them he probably won't be
singing "The Needle and the Damage Done" backwards by
remote control when 5G is cranked up because he got the
saline jab?  We living here in Orwell.City were kind of
looking foward to that.

Bye Bye Neil!

Maybe the old band could be reformulated:  Crosby, Stills,
Nash, and Rogan!
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i think they are entranced by the television world-myth.

they have become dependent on it, they are held like in
stockholm syndrome.

they have been jabbed and they need the next boost, so don't
get in their way...

covid vax junkies.

keeper20
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In addition to sharing some of these articles on LinkedIn, drive
for Uber and Lyft. Don’t get me wrong, I hate both companies,
but it’s a great way to interact with and reach a lot of people

Jade_Dragon
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Steve Kirsch (substack) made it on to Jimmy Kimmel - only
to get bashed.

Steve is a one smart cookie and dismantling and fine sifting
data - as a Masters Grad (2 fields) at MIT would do.

'Kimmel says (at 1:47) “that the fact that your chances of
dying from COVID are 60 times higher if you aren’t
vaccinated might be making an impact.”

Wow. And he says WE are spreading misinformation?!?!

The data from the Pfizer Phase 3 trial says that at best, the
vaccines provide a 2X COVID death benefit (1 death vs. 2
deaths) and that’s under perfect conditions (when the virus
matches the vaccine), but the 21 deaths in the vaccine
group were 24% higher than the 17 deaths in the placebo
group which Kimmel didn’t have time to mention.'

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/my-brief-appearance-
on-jimmy-kimmel
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GENOCIDE!
Military Whistleblowers have stepped forward with
information hidden from the public.

The information indicates that the vax is extremely deadly
for humans.
Note: all soldiers were forced to take it, under controlled
conditions of military service, the results were clearly
documented. These are results that will be reflected in the
general public, they reflect the real effect of the COVID-!(
fake vax on the human body.
it is not medicine. it is poison. do NOT let your children take
the vax.

Miscarriages and Infertility Rates Increase after COVID
Shots

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8i91cq2LTdfP/

Defense Military Epidemiological Database (DMED)
database

|| 300% increase in miscarriages ||

2016: 1,431
2017: 1,518
2018: 1,493
2019: 1,578
2020: 1,477  average of past five years is about 1,499

2021: 4,182  increase of 279 percent increase on
miscarriages
 

|| birth defects ||
155 percent increase from five year average: 10,900 to
17,000
|| male infertility ||
355 percent increase from five year average: 2130
increased to 7,551
|| female infertility ||
471 percent increase: 
|| 300% increase in cancer ||

|| 1000% increase in neurological issues ||
82,000 per year to 863,000 in one year

|| knowingly misinforming "an epidemic of the unvaxed"
||

9/28/2021 Report: Project Salas Weekly Report, Official
DOD Weekly Report to CDC
for CDC officials monitoring results of Biden's mandating
the vax on USA soldiers

71% are in the fully vaxxed, and 60% of hospitalizations
are in the fully vaxxed
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8i91cq2LTdfP/

Not a crisis of the unvaxxed; rather, a deliberate genocide
for sociopolitical gain.
Fauci lied on camera as he insisted children must be shot.
Kimmel can truthfully plead ignorance, but Fauci is going to
hell.
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how is joe a right-winger, he endorsed Bernie, does this mean
Bernie is a right-winger?

Boxer1
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He's a racist, alt-right extremist, obviously.

CaptainOblivious
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Joe Rogan interviews people who are interesting and have
something important to say.

He should ask someone who supports censorship to come
on his show, like David Brock.

Or perhaps George Soreass

Now that would be fun to watch.

FreedomWriter
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Obviously to whom? Women with never-washed fake braids
that drape on the bathroom floor at Popeye's as they wear
surgical masks?

Kirk Patrick
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You have to put /Sarc.....

dontcare
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'Totally misleading propaganda': Story condemned for
saying Spotify lost more than $2 billion after Neil Young
removed

Variety, an entrainment news outlet, was promptly bashed
for promoting "misleading propaganda" after claiming
Spotify lost more than $2 billion in market value following
the removal of Neil Young's music.

Spotify dropped Young's music from its platform after he
issued the streaming service an ultimatum. Young said that
Spotify "can have Rogan or Young … not both." Spotify
ultimately chose Rogan.

What are the details?

On Saturday, Variety published a story with a headline that
read, "Spotify Lost More Than $2 Billion in Market Value
After Neil Young Pulled His Music Over Joe Rogan’s
Podcast."

"Spotify’s market capitalization fell about $2.1 billion over a
three-day span this week, coming after folk rocker Neil
Young yanked his songs from the audio-streaming giant to
protest Joe Rogan’s misinformation-spreading podcast,"
the story explained.

The news outlet was sharply criticized for the framing of its
story because the headline suggested that Young's removal
from Spotify was the reason for a loss in Spotify's market
value. But as the article explained, Spotify had been
hemorrhaging market value for months before the
controversy with Rogan, and its value actually rose one day
before the story was published.

https://www.theblaze.com/news/variety-condemned-
spotify-market-value-neil-young
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No it's because progressives and rightwingers have more
overlap than you thought.

First of all, both are anti-establishment and hate democrats.

And Bernie is an independent.

IslayAddict

how is joe a right-winger, he endorsed Bernie, does
this mean Bernie is a right-winger?
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The biggest grifter in Vermont, self-proclaimed $2.5 million
net worth socialist and perennial lapdog political
candidate/loser for Dems is an independent?  

 

Now that right there is funny, I don't care who you are.

 

 

Dolce Far Niente
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Are you on drugs?  Progressives are far from anti-
establishment.  

Seabass120
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If you think for yourself you are a right winger.

Gone
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Bernie's trying to hold onto the worn out Boomer idea that you
can somehow salvage the New Deal. America can be non-
violently salvaged in a hundred ways. But turning the clock
back to 1949 is just not do able. Aint happening.

lazycat1984
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Nicely put

Harry Huevos
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Put "modern" American looting next to "backward" Russian
ballet or classical music concert and tell me which nation is
more civilized right now

BelleDelphine
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That is what is so funny. He isn't. He likes to have on people of
all stripes. 

Wonder if Neil and the rest of his crazed Boomer crew would
have the balls to go on his show?

CommieHater21
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Joe should invite Neel on the show, but can he stay alert for
2.5 hours.

The interview with Spielberg was good, about that 3 letter
group SeeAye_

edit: In fact thats prob the reason they want Joe silenced.

The Celt
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In America right now we are somewhere between an Eastern
Bloc country and an episode of the Twilight Zone.

Unbelievable...

1777
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Let them go to Australia. They'll fit there.

Tozi Onzi
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Rhodes-Milner Roundtable -bringing America back into th fold
through cultural conditioning.

lazycat1984
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or the Hamiltonians, Federalists, Globalists, same stuff all the
time... not content with their own backyard.

sellingpitchforks
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Progressive facism.

Seabass120
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The Democrats are the party of:

Slavery
Initiators of the Civil War
Creators and protectors of the KKK
Creators of Jim Crow laws
Creators and protector of racial Segregation
Opposers of the Civil Rights Act
Starters the Vietnam War

The party that opposed them on EVERY COUNT based on
principles has been the Republican Party!
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They’ve gone full retard 

G Johnson Team America
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Never go full retard....

dontcare
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Gotta love Kirk Lazarus.

jrbird
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Neocommunists

PieceOfCake
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Nothing but Fascists and Marxists.

ThomasJefferson69
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Those Antifa guys are going to have a field day with them!!  Oh, wait.

LetThemEatRand
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Yeah AnTiFa kind lost all credibility even with many of thier members
when they had a protest supporting mandatory vaccines and
masking. It really doesn't get more fascist than that. 

JimmyJones
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Didn't help the rumors of who is funding them!

CommieHater21
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They HATE it when you call them for what they are: fascists! Video
out there from the LA spa incident and guy filming calls andytifa a
fascist and guy pauses and “no I’m not!” LOL

WaterWings
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Was gonna say much the same.. they are sounding more like they
would aline really well with the 1930s ideology’s in germany. Sad.

Cataclysms-Happen
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it will be worse than nazis, because of their physical and
psychological dependency on tony fauci's magic mix.

more akin to zombies than nazis... more fragile than zombies
though... thankfully...

the worst part is all the vaxxees will begin to look like neil young and
joni mitchell...

shithed self-righteous self-hating obama-loving idiot boomers with
tiny little noggins.

i wish them the best, i did not use to hold them in such deep
disdain.

keeper20
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YES. Also, the left/right thing doesn't work either. Left used to mean
being for the poor. 

BobPaulson
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The “left” is now made up of the laptop class and people living off of
social programs, funded by mega donors hellbent on destroying our
society and cultures. 

Ginger Giraffe
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The latte liberals hate the working people.  How the f### can
"leftists" be against the truckers?!?

BobPaulson
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The results of the "Great Society". 

 

uncle_duke
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This has achieved a strange reversal. We wanted people to live
better, without regard to race. Now people calling themselves liberal
support policies that do the reverse: that segregate, that make inner
cities more dangerous. Most bizarrely, they reduce life chances for
the very people they purport to help.
https://moneycircus.substack.com/p/1920s-gangsters-are-back-
thanks-to

Moneycircus1
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They're communist.

Dogbreath15
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.

Dominion-G8
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Wrong.  They are Bolsheviks.  Adolf Hitler would applaud what is
happening with this rebellion against the censors.  He stormed
Germany heralding the truth against the very SAME adversary which is
inflicting this lethal nonsense and depravity upon us today.  What he
did that NO OTHERS today will do is to NAME that very same entity
which has - since the dawn of history - been seeking to destroy
Western Civilization and enslave all peoples of the earth.  Wake the hell
up, people.  Learn the facts of history.  KNOW YOUR TRUE
(((ENEMY))) and defeat them utterly.

eyewillcomply
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yeah a curious intersection of these same people here as there

an ethnic mafia

Poet1cJust1ce
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-2400

A troll account.

Mighty Hawk
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Fed.

Castor gordo el tercero
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Either that or... Lonely invalid bordering on psychopath.

Or maybe, both?

Mighty Hawk

Fed.
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Spoken like a true mind controlled molestation victim of The
Catholic Church.

Mighty Hawk
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My first run in with the New Wokeism of the left was back in college. 

There was gay jeans day. If you wore jeans, you supported gay rights. If you
didn't, you were a bigot that deserved to be hung. 

Kids who didn't even know about this idiotic spectacle were yelled at,
threatened, and even assaulted just because of the pants they wore. 

I watched a kid who had khakis on get tackled by a guy dressed up as the
purple Teletubby. The costumed freak decided to dry hump the kid on the
ground, while the other libs laughed.

That is liberal tolerance.

adr
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i left the academic mainstream because of this bullshit, i have endured
racial sensitivity training for the past 40 years, but i have never treated
anyone at all better or worse because of their ethnicity or race - ever
(honestly, it was also the antifa students, the anti-american infiltration,
the fake diversity, victim mentality, etc ...)

so people like me are quite disgusted by the playtimes of the zionists
at the adl who, for example, are now offering a new definition, a new
version of an already familiar word, a lowering or heightening of the
hem or the hairline, as you like, to bend reality to the zionist will - so it
is a redefinition of the word - yes - the word - racist.

ADL Changes Definition Of Racism So Only Whites Can Be Labeled As
Racist
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62846
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Their definition of racism is racist.

Fucktardery.

Unbanned Again
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Let's just say I am Jewish for this instance, I also look white, I sun
burn, I tan, I have blue eyes and light brown hair. Can I be racist,
remember I am also Jewish.  Thoughts?

JimmyJones
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^are you f-ing craxy man, can't answer that as the thought
swat police will be politly knocking down the door at 6am.

The Celt
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Damn, I love those guys. Especially the funny ones. And I thought
that they loved that they're now considered white?

anomalous
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Jimmy Dore's great take on Young:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTn9cHGPmUw
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I once called two gay brothers at school 'poofters'. They got the
friends together and gave me a hiding.

Being the most patient, spiteful and vengeful person on the planet, I
picked them off one by one. The last brother left some of his face on a
creek landscape. I think he's still looking for it.

A r i s i n g
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Nice job friend.  Don't get mad - get even. 

Freddie
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I would've beat some Teletubby ass. Phuck these people.

Michael Musashi
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https://youtu.be/uJcpzXAxOoY
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They are losing the information war.  People like me signed up to Spotify to
support their support of Rogan.  Rumble is starting to gain serious traction.

They are going to need to up their censorship game.  The people who want
to hear what CNN have to say don't matter.  They are already voting for the
censors.

 

LetThemEatRand
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Rumble has plenty of good news/commentary content.  
 

What they need to take YouTube down is entertainment…music, DIY,
travel, ect. 
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They are working on it.  I watched a cat video there the other day
after a Jimmy Dore video.  Seriously.  Most of the other Youtube
competitors only have crazy looking people on the "you may enjoy"
video lineup.  I'm fine with those people having a platform, but ain't
going to challenge Youtube.

LetThemEatRand
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fuk google

they already screwed up jhewteub with their censorship
algorithms, it was becoming intelligent. now it has become
merely prohibitive.

when the chair breaks, amigo, you need a new chair.

keeper20
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YouTube is helping to have it happen. Downvote count was very
useful to quickly assess usefulness of DIY videos. Let thank YT for
giving handicap to competitors by removing downvotes count.

precious mental
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Now for ex. if you check on how to fix the furnace on your RV,
without the downvotes as a guide, you  end up on random
godawful pointless videos shot in the dark.

SurfingUSA
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EEVblog Dave Jones, got YT to send him a

YOUTUBE SILVER DISLIKE BUTTON AWARD !
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YOUTUBE SILVER DISLIKE BUTTON AWARD !

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PFC0WxTuNzU/
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Entertainment???  What is left on YouTube that isn't awful
and sucks away your time? Ha Ha

I can't imagine it would be hard to sign on the hot knife through a
tennis ball dude, the compilation red bull stunt video guy, the wood
lathe guy, or the guy that restores rusty stuff.  There are plenty of
makeup tutorial people out there that will work for likes.  

Plus Size Model
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the guy that restores rusty stuff is cool as hell.

so is AvE and Essential Craftsmen. and the bourbon guy is okay.

Leonine
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√ Essential Craftsman

√ Paul Sellers

SurfingUSA
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yes.  I do not go to youtube for politics.  I come here for example. 
but on youtube I can get some entertainment but more than that,
DIY videos.  I never hire out experts unless the equipment needed is
too expensive.  when Rumble gets something like chrisfix or
nutritionfacts.org or science videos ect.  I would dump youtube
tomorrow. But when I went to Rumble all I got were a bunch of
political videos and end of the world stuff. No Merle haggard or
other nostalgia music.     

pureblood non GMO Human
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It's notable that they never try to censor UFO and Bigfoot truthers.
They only want to censor the truth.

conradbakers
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Marine DI labeled them Peter puffers.  Best line ever.

OlderOldPhart
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The Leftist criminal syndicate has been losing it since Bill Clinton
whinged about one guy speaking his mind on a national radio show. 
Fifteen years later, that b-tch Hillary tried to stop some people from
showing a movie and got her and her fellow rats' backsides handed
back to them.
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Problem is spotify has already kowtowed to the mob before, indeed as
swedes, they are the worst offenders, they pretty much created this
political hell we live in. 

"A large contingent of Spotify employees vowed to stage a protest
and/or walk out over the acquisition of the Joe Rogan Podcast. "

spangmank
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A bunch of truckers and regular middle class people in Canada don't care
what the people in Big Tech and MSM think.  The propaganda machine is
getting long in the tooth.  

LetThemEatRand
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Echo chamber shrinking. The weird thing is that the people still inside it
are,by elimination, the more and more triggered fringe. They are
flipping out.

BobPaulson
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did they cc Greta Thunberg about their massive effort ?

Did they warm things up a bit ? with their chums.  //s

HardlyZero
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This is exactly what I have been saying. The woke ideology at its
core is simply tribalism with no tolerance for non-adherence. I have
predicted that as they eject various beliefs from their bubble, they
will become increasingly extreme and increasingly fringe.

This is precisely what is happening now (for instance, it has become
heresy to state simply that men are men and women are women.
Simply an example of how fringe their ideology has become).

The odd part of this is that the woke movement is wearing the stolen
skin suit of liberal ideology from 1960, which still garners attention
and respect from our octogenarian leaders in DC. As such, we are in
a perilous time where ideological extremists are viewed with the
same respect and distinction their moderate predecessors enjoyed
generations ago.
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Hence, the Neil Young move.

BobPaulson
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Nobody likes to admit that the Prime Minister of Canada is a pedophile, but
it's Tru Deau.

Pooper Popper
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Probably blackfaces when he diddles.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan
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He does look like a young Castro

JimmyJones
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100% a Dirty Sanchez guy.

ClimbingTheLog
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yep, he actually dated his daughter.

VagDischarge
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Have you read what Cathy O'Brien said about his father?

striped-pad
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Which one?  The real one from Cuba, or the cuck who was married
to Justin's mom?

uncle_duke
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You know what I love about Joe Rogan?  I watched his interview with one of
my favorite comedians, Jim Gaffigan, who is a screaming liberal.  They were
talking about how great Obama was.   It was painful.  I turned it off after a
while even though I think Gaffigan is hilarious.  The point is that this guy
Rogan, who likes Bernie Sanders, who thinks Michelle Obama is great

HAD DR MALONE ON HIS SHOW AND LET HIM TALK and spent THREE
HOURS LETTING DR. MCCULLOUGH TALK.

LetThemEatRand
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He sometimes admits when he is wrong. And being open to new
information, he does change his mind occasionally.   But fuck yeah,
he HAD DR MALONE ON HIS SHOW AND LET HIM TALK and spent
THREE HOURS LETTING DR. MCCULLOUGH TALK!

That interview was like the pivotal moment in "The Emporor's New
Clothes" when the kid pointed out to the crowd that the Emporor was
stark naked.  Then at that moment, the illusion was shattered, and
everyone else could also see the truth.  

Stinkbug 1
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If Rogan survives the attempted removal he better beef up his security
detail. The deranged world of Liberal Democrats will send out their soldiers.

It makes me think of John Lennon and how his antiwar efforts really
bothered the MIC and Deep State. They initially tried to deport him but that
failed, next came Chapman.

Democratic Koolaid111
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There is a loooong list of coincidental deaths clustered around HRC.
Keep in mind the chaps at 1000 Colonial Farm Road aren't just experts
in propaganda. They have other skills.

BobPaulson
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he might be targeted by a deranged, Bernie Bro

Rogan stepped on his dick endorsing the Independent (yeah riiiiiiiight
)  commie .

it was good JR had the commie on his show -- but why endorse ??

showed poor judgement .... even with the heroic efforts on covids lies.

 

21st.century
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we dont speak lib, what are you trying to say?

we know bernie bros are nice but dumb.

we dont care who rogan endorses, it is his business, not ours.
fuk joe rogan if he cant keep booking interesting guests.

how is randall carlson doing lately?

keeper20
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Carlson, one of my favorite guests

JimmyJones
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... Jimi Hendrix ...

SurfingUSA
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His studio, at least, has significant security. Standup is much harder.

Especially since he's worth upwards of a Trillion to not be speaking.
Usually at this point he would get an offer he can't refuse. More money
to close the podcast than he can make continuing it and a promise of
non-aggression, especially involving his family.

Goddamn, I hope he's always recording. 

 

 

ClimbingTheLog
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Neil Young has moved his music exclusively to SiriusXM. Not Tidal, Not
Apple and not Amazon. Neal moved to SiriusXM with the lowest sound
quality of music on planet because Neils an idiot.  LOL

 “Spotify lost $4 billion in market value this week after rock icon Neil
Young called out the company for allowing comedian Joe Rogan. This is
untrue. The whole market and Spotify began a massive sell off starting
around November 18. Many stocks have fallen 30-40%. Neil is nothing and
has no impact on the markets.

That said, if you want to learn more about losing massive amount of money
in stocks just ask Chelsea Clinton husbands Marc Mezvinsky. Marc is an
expert after losing around $200 million of his customers money,
while trading in the Greek markets.  Marc has a degree in religion and after
losing that much money you hope God can forgive you, because the
customer can't.  On a positive note, Marc must be strong because being
married to Chelsea and lousy trader for so long would turn most men
trans.    

 

 

WristWatch
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It is Karen Young, no longer Neil.

SLABHEAD
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Nellie ?

HardlyZero
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Kneel. 
 

NIMC Slap Happy
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When you can't win the battle of ideas, you have to resort to censorship.

Pathetic playbook.

Jack of All Trades
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My father hated leftist fvcks. Man, was he on the mark. 

dallaz100
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The old men gain enough lived perspective to see things the younguns
just can't.

At 70 y.o. you can even see Globalists' plots unspooling

amerika V.3
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when i was 14, i thought my father didnt know squat.

when i was 21, i thought it remarkable how much my father had
learned in 7 years.

Leonine
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That's right! F()ck over Democrats and their families every chance you
get.  If they don't like being hated, then they should shut the f()ck up
about trying to run every aspect of my life when they themselves are
doucher, loser failures at everything. 

Isn't Life Gland
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Most Dems I know are so uninformed they actually have no clue
what their own party leadership is pushing.  They have no word
equivalent to RINO to describe the Commies in their party or the
Globalist. They really have zero idea, Covid has done a great deal
waking them up and having them leave the plantation, best example
of this is soccer mom segment that used to be Dems but doesn't
want their kids wearing masks indefinitely or taking the clot shot. 
Excluding major cheating the Dems are so toast this Nov

JimmyJones
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Soooo uninformed!

accredit yourself
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My old man never really cared what us kids were up to.  We were good
kids so he never got involved .. just went to work and did his thing. 
One night my sister was burning incense in her room(itt was the 70's)
old man got up off the couch ..walked in her room..looked around..
tore a bob Dylan poster off the wall..threw away the incense and said
not in my fu*''';!:  house.  ...we were all shocked because he never
cared.  We got the message fast.  No hippie commie crap ..hahaha 

More_sellers_than_buyers
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superb dad story

SurfingUSA
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I listen to talk radio on the way to work & will occasionally listen to the
progressive talk radio programs for a couple minutes to see what lunacy
they’re spouting.

They will lie the most unbelievable lies.

They have no problem calling you a racist / xenophobe / etc if you don’t
agree with 1000% of what they believe.

They have no problem destroying the First amendment to silence you.

They are bat-sh!t crazy…

NotMyCircus
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Just popping in to say FJB.

Jedi1000
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"Let's go Brandon, I agree"

DutchNL
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We live in a 3rd world shithoke and most don't even see it 

Habeebespurt
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If Spotify drops Rogan he will just go to Rumble, or Minds or Bitchute.... and
he will bring 11 million viewers. Have at it.

BadApple
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It's not "democrats" or liberals doing this. It is billionaires and their bought
minions using and abusing the power that they have attained by the money
that they have amassed over the last decade, money that was STOLEN from
you which is why you're paying double for everything compared to a decade
ago. This is far more sinister than a political party's power grab so you
better understand it.
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But I did save $0.06 on my hotdogs in the 4th of July.

Vic Chaos
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Don’t under sell it. It was more like $ .17 and I got a whole slice of
cheese! 

S. Archer
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Fake cheese at that!

urhotdogs
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Get the secessionist movements rolling or STFU. If it isn't painfully fucking
obvious by now that there will be no coexisting with such people, I guess it
never will be and we can all go down the drain together because the only
other option is apparently too unpalatable for conservatives/moderates,
which is odd because they'd overwhelmingly destroy these fanatics and
restore some semblance of normalcy. But yeah keep jawboning, and
marching and voting.

First There Is A Mountain
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Most of the general public still labor under the illusion that the
upcoming midterms will change everything.

The biggest hurdle is convincing the masses that they've been
hoodwinked.

uncle_duke
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Joe Rogan has 40 million listeners.

CNN has 1.8 million listeners.

CNN's 1.8 million listeners want to prevent 40 million people from listening
to someone else.

Woke progressivism.

thebigunit
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Woke dictatorship. 

Yogizuna
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They are woke and want to go broke.

Perhaps the best thing in all this is they don't even seem to realize they
are now the dinosaur media who will soon disappear off the landscape.

They can't adapt and will only work for their big pharma advertisers
and cronies.

We need to prohibit pharma and medical advertising again. It is too
open for abuse.

FreedomWriter
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Today, in 2022 you as a corporate CEO have two choices:

1. Recognize that these lunatics are destructive, and they will destroy your
company if you even so much as acknowledge their gripes, or

2. ignore them outright and tell them to eat shit and keep your company
alive.

Mike Rotsch
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Rogan realises that freedom of speech won't be possible under
totalitarianism.

His type of show where he makes a decent attempt to objectively discuss
issues would never be tolerated - he can see the signs of that happening
right now with the attempts to silence him.

Onthebeach6
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This article states the obvious. Didn't bother reading.

What did catch my attention is the tweet from that Jack Cock-a-rella guy.
"Spotify chose Joe Rogan over Neil Young. I'll choose Apple music over
Spotify."

There are tons of independent music apps. He's going to listen to Apple and
he thinks he's somehow making a difference?  That's almost as bad as
someone saying he'll switch from cnn to msnbc.

These people are severely retarded.

edotabin
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Stop fuckin calling them liberals. Totalitarians, Neocommunists, Fascists but
not liberals.

PieceOfCake
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  There's some seriously messed up individuals out there.

 

yn crx
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On the contrary, look at liberals for what they are.... Liberals.

This is not fascism. This is Liberalism pure and simple.

 

 

I always was... 

Lee Bertin
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Jefferson was a liberal.  rights, freedoms, less gov.

these tyrants have nothing in common

liberty2day
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That is known as a “classic” liberal

Dr.MoJo
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nazis

liberty2day
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Regressive leftists

Ephesians2v5
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Just curious what "liberal" vs "conservative" and "democrat" vs
"republican" has to do with the murders of hundreds of thousands of
Americans in the last two years, via the deliberate suppression and outright
banning of existing treatment protocols?

Everybody with a podcast is having a field day... but nobody has the
courage to call the truth.

Even right here, nobody gives a damn.
Yes, We're pretty sick.

Cabreado
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I agree Cabreado...

I've been saying to people for nearly two years now....WTF is political
about healthcare hacks like Fauci and thousands of MDs trying to kill
you?...by spreading patently false medical information with crazy
made-up statistics and fake-PCR tests?.....all the while denying simple
treatments...that work?

vealparm
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Ever since the Clinton’s ascent to power in the 1990’s and subsequent
takeover of the Democratic Party, Hillary Clinton has blamed every
misfortune or charge of criminality against her and her Epstein Island loving,
rapey, pedo hubby on a “vast rightwing conspiracy” that was out to get
them, going international in 2016 to include Vladimir Putin, his
shadowy army of Kremlin henchman, and one Kremlin controlled Orange
Bad Man. 

The Democratic Party embraced her lunacy hook, line, and sinker and has
run with it for 30 years, transforming themselves into a now completely
batsh*t crazy, paranoid, authoritarian cult!

Definition of a cult according to the APA dictionary of Psychology;

1. a religious or quasi-religious group characterized by unusual or atypical
beliefs, seclusion from the outside world, and an authoritarian structure.
Cults tend to be highly cohesive, well organized, secretive, and hostile to
nonmembers.

10 signs the Democratic Party is a cult:

1. The leader (Party, cult leaders/authority figures posing as “experts”)
are always right

✅

2. The group suppresses skepticism

✅

3. The group delegitimizes former members

✅

4. The group is paranoid about the outside world (anyone who dares
question Covid gospel according to Pope Fraudci or any Progressive
dogma)

✅✅✅✅✅

5. The group relies on shame cycles

✅

6. The leader (Party, authority figures posing as “experts”) are above the
law

✅✅✅✅✅

 (rules for thee but not for me).
7. The group uses “thought reform” methods (Covid reeducation camps

anyone?)

✅

8. The group is elitist

✅

9. There is no financial transparency (in the case of Democrats, ANY
transparency)

✅✅✅✅✅

  10. The group performs ritualistic rites (virtue-signaling, shaming of
“heretics” by Covid cult mask vaxxer nazis)
https://medium.com/@zelphontheshelf/10-signs-youre-probably-in-a-cult-
1921eb5a3857

The Democratic Party as a whole should be declared a national mental
health crisis and their authoritarian Marxist CULT leaders, empty suit
lackeys, and MSM propaganda machine a national security threat.

“Under the United States Constitution and congressional practice, Members
of Congress may have their services ended prior to the normal expiration of
their constitutionally established terms of office by their resignation or death,
or by action of the house of Congress in which they are a Member by way of
an “expulsion,” or by a finding that in accepting a subsequent
“incompatible” public office, the Member would be deemed to have vacated
his congressional seat.

Under Article I, Section 5, clause 2, of the Constitution, a Member of
Congress may be removed from office before the normal expiration of his or
her constitutional term by an “expulsion” from the Senate (if a Senator) or
from the House of Representatives (if a Representative) upon a formal vote
on a resolution agreed to by two-thirds of the Members of that body present
and voting. While there are no specific grounds for an expulsion expressed
in the Constitution, expulsion actions in both the House and the Senate
have generally concerned cases of perceived disloyalty to the United States,
or the conviction of a criminal statutory offense which involved abuse of
one’s official position.”

https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/RL30016.html

Remove these people from power, get them under psychiatric care, and on
strong medications before the lunatics start WWIII and blow us all up!!!

66Mustanggirl
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What an aggravating decade that was for teenaged me.  Even at 12,
when Bubba first got elected, I could see he was crooked. (Of course,
my folly was in not also seeing how crooked his opponent was, but
that would come later.)

Eight years of those around me fawning over that snake.  Maddening,
man.

uncle_duke
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Limit contact with liberals to texts and emails, save transcripts.

johnXpublic
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yes.

And in N. Young's latest tour just started, and his new barn video, Neil
says don't forget about Love.

HardlyZero
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My real enemy is that organized crime group that steals 40% of my income
and uses it against me.

Redog
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The NPCs all poisoned themselves with mRNA death shots. Now we just
need to wait out the inevitable and get ready with hazmat suits, backhoes
and lyme. Karma is a mofo. The world is going to be amazing without these
death cultists in it. Your job is to survive though and reach the finish line with
your family intact. These people want company in hell with them and are
already dead so are going to try and take you with them. They have nothing
to live for and so are going to try and burn down the world on their way out
of it. Buckle up.

Obake158
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sharp call

liberty2day
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Spotify has bigger problems than Neil Young.  When a content provider with
almost $8 billion in revenue annually loses money during a pandemic, it's
time to rethink the business model.

in deditionem acceptos
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Wow, Chelsea Clinton calling anti vaxers "grifters" for making money on
substack.  That's rich.  The Clinton Foundation is a nine figure grifting
machine laying waste to anyone getting in it's way.

Old White Guy
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Carefull, you may get Arkinsided. After all the Clinton do have a long
list of those that met rather dubious ends.

robe454
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Very long list...of many very high profile politicians - not just random
Christians.

rmp
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Seems like a bimbette that got paid $600k per year by NBC  because
of her name would be the poster child for grifters.

ACMeCorporations
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The left always calls their opposition what the left actually is.

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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And she married into Wall Street ( Rothschild arena).

rmp
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So what has Rogan ever said about Covid that could be accurately called
"misinformation"?

(crickets)

Bay of Pigs
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The truth.

What has Fauchi ever said that was truthful about Covid?

adr
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Too funny there was a Chelsea Clinton blurb in there. Is she being primed as
a future politician?

Regardless, (with respect to Greenwald and a great article) please be
responsible to yourself, your family, and your community.

Nuts for Scrat
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I think Chelsea is too ugly to be elected....she would need a "Full Face
Transplant" along with structural changes. Leg transplants too...they
are looking more like Mom's all the time.

vealparm
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They already did major reconstruction including bone reconstruction
on dog ugly Chelsea’s face, like a facial transplant. Didn’t help
much, and nothing really can help to change body bone structure no
matter how much weight is lost or muscle gained. 

JetCityWoman
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I don’t care much what happens on Spotify or any other app or service. 

What gets my blood boiling is when government agencies and officials are
using all manner of official actions to get private businesses and individuals
to censor others.

I despise the KKK. If they hold a rally, I simply won’t go. Even going out to
protest against them only gives them attention. When no one shows up, you
no longer have a rally. Problem solved. That said, I have serious issues with
anyone who infringes on some idiot’s First Amendment right to publicly
make an ass of himself. 

TVRes
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Well said.

Redog
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Agree 100

SmoothOpSF
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I actually defend Neil Young' right to make his statements and
demands. Now is Neil Young defending Joe Rogan's right to interview
any person Rogan wants to interview on his own show? 

No, Young wants to shut down Rogan - and not only Rogan's speech
but the speech of any person he may interview.

Give Me Some Truth
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I deleted all my Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, and Liza Minelli downloaded
music and freed up 0 mb of disc space. 

Oilwatcher
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Are the birds returning to your backyard? 

HAL9000rev1
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Throw some classic punk hits on there as replacements. Some good
old Dead Kennedy's, Circle Jerks, Black Flag, Misfits, Bad Brains,
Agent Orange, T.S.O.L., Sex Pistols, Bad Religion, Rudimentary Peni,
Fear and the like... Ya know true sounds of liberty and freedom and all
that.

 

Rashomon
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I was once pulled aside by a cop who said somebody complained about
what I had written on my shirt and that the unknown individual considered it
offensive and hate speech.

I said thank you for letting me know and kept walking. He tried to re-engage
with me as I walked away. I just heard his voice becoming fainter.

A r i s i n g
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emm.....what was written on your shirt?

amerika V.3
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I can't remember- I have so many and it was about 15 years ago so I
knew there were no anti-hate laws at that time.

It was probabbly:

(Wore this one a lot)

 

 

A r i s i n g

Fvck you, I won't do what you tell me
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Followers of Satan. Every last one.

Rebellion
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They would kill if they could.

AZ Man
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- Peter Gabriel

HardlyZero

If looks could kill, they probably will
In games without frontiers
War without tears
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Peter Gabriel...One World Leftist

amerika V.3
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If you are not permitted to question the Science, it's Propaganda.

Dr Phuckit
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Aaron “Pureblood” Rodgers said that 

BinAnunnaki
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“You go to a supermarket and you see a f****t behind the f*****’ cash register,
you don’t want him to handle your potatoes.” 

- Neil Young

I love how he can say it, but we aren't even able to repeat it in the
comments section on the pathetic neopuritan censored internet on any site

JoePesci
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The problem is “liberals” aren’t liberal any more.  They’ve abandoned the
core notions of tolerance and live and let live that defined classical
liberalism.  They‘ve gone so far to the left they’ve come up on the far right.

FinsterF
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Censorship is what you resort to when your ideas can’t stand up to the
scrutiny of examination.

FinsterF
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And censorship is what you MUST practice if your agenda is going to
be protected from those who see the real truths.

Give Me Some Truth
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I love Greenwald....I haven't always agreed with everything, but I'm OK with
that.  I never quit listening to him. I vote as an R, but realize that's best of 2
pathetic 'parties'.  

Sadly, over our history, labels of 'sides' have become wildly distorted. 
Originally, there were federalists and anti-federalists.  A couple decades
ago, I read those papers (federalist/anti-federalist).   I also read the 5000
Year Leap....just a couple chapters to see how we came about in the
beginning.

If we are to follow nomenclatures, Greenwald is now a 'Classical Liberal',
which is nothing like the people calling themselves 'liberals' today.

I also remember when 'liberal's' were beating the drum against
'conservatives' because they were religious bible thumpers and trying to tell
people how to live (authoritarians)....what they could and couldn't do with
their bodies.  Remember 'we the people' against the 'man'?

And the 'liberal's' were also anti-corp/big business.  Now they are not only
in bed with them, they ARE them.  They were also 'anti-war'..........sadly both
sides are beating the war drum daily.  It might be a different country of the
world, but beat it they do.  'Conservatives' are now saying 'my body my
choice'.....

SO!  I guess to end my rant, I will say this....BIG FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,
no matter who's in charge, is always always a very bad idea.
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Thanks you for this great post. All the real liberals (or almost all) have
long since been captured or sold out. 

Most of the conservatives have as well, but there are still many more
conservative or libertarian voices calling out these Big Brother
supporters.

Give Me Some Truth
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Thank you.  I would probably be considered more of a 'libertarian'
these days....but they have been basically shut out of current
politics in the states.  Even in PA, in the primaries, you have to be D
or R.  Even Indies don't get a say. 

If I could wave a magic wand, nobody...NOBODY on any ticket,
would have a D/R next to their name.   People should research the
runners and vote for the one that best reflects their personal views.

Hell, if you had candidates listed in alphabetical order, it would make
more sense.  You might accidentally get a good candidate.

Of course they'd all be named A.Aaron....lol.

Nunny
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I was never "liberal," but I definitely have become libertarian. This
is the one political group that has consistently pushed back
against all of these Big Brother "reforms." I don't even bother to
vote anymore because all the candidates are the same. Or if I did
vote I would probably vote for the Republican or more
"conservative" candidate. But in my state (Alabama) these
candidates don't need my vote to win. 

Maybe I should vote in local elections, where at least my City
Council member can fix any potholes on my road. 

Give Me Some Truth
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I used to be a democrat, but in the mid 2000s I saw the writing on the
wall; they were in bed with big corporations, Pro-war, and were moving
towards racism towards their own people (if they were white), and were
promoting censorship even back then. It all got amplified when
Obomber got into office. For some reason he had a free and blank
check to bomb anyone, including wiping out Libya (where the
Manchester bomber was from and was able to find his way into
Western nation to do his dirty deed), going after Syria, and pulling
Coup d'etat right in front of the world in Ukraine. His wife also made
her rounds demonizing white people - which helped create more hate
towards whites (which caused an increase of murders of whites by
blacks....it's all documented) and increased racial tensions. The Dems
are also responsible for the Brainwashing of the Youth in the Public
school systems. I don't recall any repugs force teaching that whites are
born guilty and privileged.

headless blogger
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delete

buffed
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they sold their souls, or are too cowardly

liberty2day
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Most of my FB acquaintances in the entertainment industry are posting pro
Neil and Joan screeds while calling for other artists to boycott Spotify. 
These are guys working for all those Top 40 artists.  I'm surprised that they
can even talk anymore through their clenched teeth.  The bile and venom
coming out of these people is remarkable.  

They want Rogan off of the air.
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"These are guys working for all those Top 40 artists."

Your acquaintances have shitty taste in music

amerika V.3
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It pays the bills.

NickelthroweR
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THE SOLUTION

Eliminate mass sources of media from your lives.

- no TV

- no 'social media'  - no twitter, fb, pinterest, etc

 

There are communists, prominent,  around us.  ELIMINATE THEIR
INFLUENCE from your life.  There is a whole world available without them.

Do not become dependent, and do not develop a trust or expectancy, for
anything that comes to you online or through any media channel.  No netflix,
disney, get them away.

 

The sooner a full abandonment of the things they use for leverage against
rational people happens (rational people who think all DAs should put
criminals away for eg.) - the sooner you can develop new ways to get your
information.

GreatSunnyDays
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I wonder how many of the people who swear they'll fight the
government with guns can't make the sacrifice of refusing to fund the
networks and Hollywood. 

Angular Momentum
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wither ZH?

dead rush limbaugh

do not develop a trust or expectancy, for anything that comes
to you online
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I didn't expect less than an excellent article from Greenwald. 

lambda
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It reveals that David Horowitz is correct - inside every liberal there is a
totalitarian screaming to get out.

ohm

Greenwald: Pressure Campaign To Remove Joe Rogan From Spotify
Reveals Liberal Religion Of Censorship
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The sheer hubris and arrogance of all these libtards will result in the
complete implosion of the demoncratic party.  Cancel culture is a non
starter, and will be booted out of the US. 

Its already backfired immensely on them. 

Vast majority of Americans want no part of that, nor do they want libtard
policies that result in massive crime, killings from gangs and illegal
immigrants, morbid obesity, feces and needles on city sidewalks, drug
overdoses and deaths in the 10's of thousands annually, and tyrannical
mandates that only would be tolerated in communist countries. 

Mid terms will wipe out a LOT OF DEMTARDS. 

OccamsCrazor
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This is what Ottawa looked like last night - every street, in every direction -
parked trucks, tractors and even some farm implements.  There was
fireworks and peaceful protests.  All in -20*F cold!  Where has America's
spirit gone?

https://twitter.com/i/status/1487614605165793285

 

THIS is what has laid Ottawa in siege... 
https://twitter.com/derekjamesfrom/status/1487495824040886273/photo/1

Totally_Disillusioned
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Apparently to Canada. 

Rashomon
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Americans were once the Patriotic leaders of the world.  Our nation
of soy boys only know how to use joy sticks.  Pathetic.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Do you have a son?

When he turned 13 did you give him a gun, a set of weights and
the training to use them?

Do you own such things?

MrMoMoChaser
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You need to move South...

Insufficient Funds
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Nicely done, even if false.

Unfortunately.

But our turn is coming...
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Have you looked at CNN's viewership numbers lately?

I do not think even liberals are watching it anymore.

snblitz
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There is NOTHING Liberal in censorship. These people are Cultists

Oxygen Likes Carbon
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The criminal leading the credulous.

Saved Data
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My mother called me yesterday to ask if I heard about the truckers protest in
Canada. I told her that I'm ahead of her on that one (I read ZH after all). And
she added: "For the first time in 2 years, there is hope."

So true! Feels like this is the year the pendulum swings the other way. Do
your part. Vote with your wallets, your words, your actions. Push back
against tyranny everywhere and always.

The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.
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mothers know

northern vigor
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LIVE STREAMING OTTAWA CANADA     https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Gc2JBQqZfB4

Chanting "I am Free"  "No more masks"  "NO VAXX"  "NO Mandates"... 
"We are FREE"

 

                         THIS IS WHAT THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO SEE...

Totally_Disillusioned
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Clearly it is freely available. Why, even a casual Google search brings
up plenty of news about the protest.

Dogspurt
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How is it possible for you to so consistently be a jackazz?

Robert Cicero
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Gosh, it would be just tragic if UFC color commentator and wildly popular
podcaster, Joe Rogan, got driven from Spotify by a bunch of lunatic, Lib
snowflakes and had to take his $100 million dollars and tens of millions of
fans to a brand new Social Media platform (that just happens to be
launching in a few weeks) as a free speech icon!!

Like the most YUGELY tragic career move of all time!!

😂

 

66Mustanggirl
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It does appear that we are going towards two internets.

George Bayou
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I used to be a democrat. I saw the writing on the wall in the mid 2000s. In
my younger years I was convinced that the totalitarian system would come
from the right.

But here we are in 2022; and the Democrats are leading our nation over a
totalitarian cliff. They are joined by people like Lindsey Graham and many of
the Republicans in Congress and Senate, who are DOING NOTHING about
any of this.

Rand Paul states Fauci et al will face charges in a year when they are able to
get the GOP back as a majority. This is pure B.S. as anyone knows we DO
NOT HAVE A YEAR to wait anymore.

I used to respect Paul but he just makes a show of everything; to make us
think someone is doing something when reality and facts show otherwise.

headless blogger
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But Rand Paul is still the best "my side" has in Congress (or one of
three our four elected officials who seem willing to challenge the
authoritarians). 

Anyway, it's beyond obvious that "democracy" or our elected
representatives are NOT going to do anything to stop this Orwellian
world. Even if one believes the Rand Pauls are sincere, they
are outnumbered 530 to maybe 5.

All roads lead to secession, although I doubt enough Americans are
brave enough to secede from this corrupt union. Enough Americans
have been bought off by pensions, give-aways, etc or have drunk the
kool aid.

Give Me Some Truth
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They all do. Grifters. Nobody says anything about the support staff to
Fauci or the rest of the political world that has supported the
lockdowns or violating the Nuremberg Code. Otherwise they will
regroup and come back more organized with more money in 3 or 4
years.

ScalpelSharp
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Fauci could retire or be run out of his position and it wouldn't matter.
His replacement would be a clone. Just like the next Fed chairman
will think and act exactly like the past five Fed chairmen.

Give Me Some Truth
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Dominion aside, they cannot afford for this country to reach November
2022 intact...

Insufficient Funds
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This is the tyranny the Freedom Convey is opposing.  Not a peep from
America.  From Western Australia:

'You may walk around a supermarket all day and buy all the food you like,
but if you wish to add a bottle of booze in the same shop, you must provide
proof of vaccination.

There is no scientific justification.  It’s a sick control tactic. '

https://twitter.com/OzraeliAvi/status/1487756124719702018/photo/1
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Yep, it is a "control tactic." They are really running a protection
operation. The censors say they are protecting the members of their
"communities" from "harmful" content, but they are really protecting
the disinformation of the Powers that Be and trying to ensure these
people and organizations keep this control and indeed can expand
it.  A few people get this, but apparently not enough ... yet. 

Give Me Some Truth
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Sitting on your ass writing comments on a Financial Reporting forum
does little to preserve the freedoms and liberties we've enjoyed here
in America.  This is what's coming to our country.  Get off your chair
and stand up!

Totally_Disillusioned
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Um, that's where the truckers come in.

sparkadore
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Fool.  You deserve neither freedom nor safety...  as spoken by
Benjamin Franklin to the lazy colonists who wouldn't join the
fight.
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And where, exactly, has this fight begun sherlock?

We are still at the stage of conflict where we can battle best
with our dollars, clicks and time.

Disengage from Fakebook, Twatter, Satan's Googlag, etc.

Buy local, not big box. Better yet, learn to grow some food
yourself.

Get your kid out of public school. Encourage your older
ones to learn a trade vs "University."

Do everything you can to legally minimize the $$ you
"donate" to the IRS every year. Simultaneously invest any
extra funds in historical Stores of Value - PMs, Ammo,
Firearms, Books. (Don't start hatin' me ZH Hodlers, do your
thing and I'll do mine.)

Quit patronizing movies, tv, websites and radio that is
owned and managed by people that hate you.

This is just a start, but it is where the battle is at right now
for the vast majority of Freedom-loving people.

But rest assured, TPTB are too stupid to believe that they
will lose the next phase, when things actually get violent and
bloody. And lose it they will.

Badly.

Patience grasshopper, just be ready...

 

Insufficient Funds
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The science they use is called: Addiction and it is very powerful, as I
know. I hope you don’t know, as it is a horrible disease. It is all
consuming and all powerful and can also add to very poor decision
making for many, many reasons.

I am a sober alcoholic now (thank the lord) and I can tell you, at my
peak, I would have taken shots, voted for and even held signs for the
people with the power to allow me to be served.

I am not proud of this fact at all, but thought it might be important
enough to share, and I am very proud of my personal ability, with the
help of a great support structure, to beat this disease. I do know of
what I speak however, as do many others out there!

This act by these cowards, should tell you all you need about them and
their motives. To select this group to signal out and take advantage of,
knowing the disease they are inflicted with, speaks volumes to there
lack of sensitivity and care of people. They do know it will work
however, on a large number of them as I can detest. These people are
completely shameless in their actions!!!

Stu59
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Astonishing that Neil Young has totally pivoted from the "freedom" he and
so many others sang about in my youth. Total 180. But then, when I read
Blackrock bought some of his music portfolio for like 153 million, I then
understood. Young just sold his soul for money. He is now doing the bidding
of his purchasers. Way to go Comrade Young. What a disappointment,  total
sellout. Screw these people.
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The counter culture hero from the 60's had 153 million reasons to be a
mouthpiece for statist trash both inside and outside government. 

snatchpounder
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"Question Authority" went out the window a long time ago with these
people, and whatever happened to "Do your own thing?" 

Known Fact
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Neil Young certainly didn't stand up for the "freedom" of fledgling
rockers to keep performing rock music for the past two years. The
Powers that Be literally outlawed live rock and roll (or any live music)
for almost two years ... and crickets from Young.

Give Me Some Truth
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I listen to actual doctors who've seen covid patients like Dr. Pierre Kory and
Dr. Ryan Cole. I don't take medical advice from midget quacks who've killed
hundreds of thousands of people since 1984 and been rewarded with being
the highest paid person in the federal government. Does anybody know of a
reputable source for Ivermectin in India?  Too many quacks and politicians
making it hard to get here in the 'land of the free'. 

snatchpounder
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Someone tell Chelsea it’s not a vaccine 

Page 70 of Moderna documentation:

"Currently, mRNA is considered a gene therapy product by the FDA."

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1682852/000168285220000017/
mrna-20200630.htm#i8ebe2c9c2ccd487c851f72dd23b1630b_10
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How that ugly duckling somehow rose to her position on life is baffling.
I can understand marrying (((money))) but all the gigs she got? Come
on, that was for access to mommy and daddy. Same as Hunter.

American politics is disgusting. Tax men in biblical times had more
honor.

pods
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The Left is incestuous... they don't care about competence... just
whether you have a pedigree in grifting are are willing to pump for
the Marxists.

Tomdelay
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These people aren't my fellow Americans. They're Marxists that should be
hung from the nearest yard arm. They're vindictive people who hate God,
hate this country, and hate anyone who dares stand up to their reprobate
minds.

duck_fur

American liberals are obsessed with finding ways to silence and
censor their adversaries.
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Tech stocks have been falling for reasons other then Neil Young. 

bravogreen1
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Everything took a beating

Eddielaidler
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The truth likes to be challenged - Lies hate it. Only the truth needs to be
censored. Lies can be debated and debunked - unless the liars censor the
truth. 

Raider of the lost cause
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I'm going to copy and paste this and save it in my clip file. 

"Lies can be debated and debunked - unless the liars censor the truth.
"

This is exactly what's happening ... and why.

Give Me Some Truth
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I'm still waiting for anyone to specify WHAT exactly Rogan or his guest said
that was the issue here.

spongiformist
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People don't like to be called crazy. Especially when they're crazy.

pods
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If that happened, more people would just be red-pilled.

Can't have that. They are learning about the Streisand effect the hard
way.

FreedomWriter
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There is an election coming  ....they want to remove any platform that does
not follow their narrative.

steiner
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Being from Cuba I can tell you , Censorshio is an importan part of Socialism,
and a giant step towards Comunism, One can not exist without the other 

cyberraul
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Kid Rock has a new Song! 

We The People

https://www.reddit.com/r/Libertarian/comments/sevlaj/we_the_people_kid_r
ock_lyrics_wethepeople_kidrock/

blumenthal
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the major issue is not rogan

it is the effort to suppress the narrative of malone and mccullough et al

divert, distract and project

young and mitchell have had their day. they are jealous and sad.

the censors? nothing changed .. they are libtard demoNrat REGRESSIVES
(not progressives, nothing they do or stand for stands for any kind of
progression - their ideas are inane and lead directly to poverty, disease and
ignorance for everyone they come into contact with - as toxic as the
injections.

hooligan2009
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when I see the name Chelsea Clinton calling others "grifters" I automatically
know who's side to believe and it is not a Clinton

northern vigor
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Once upon a time in America, the cream would rise to the top.  Now, the
turds float to the top.

Redog
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this is the most detailed documents about pseudo lib censorship I've ever
read.  Glenn Greenwald did a great job on this one.

ZH Snob
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He typically does. A faint beacon in the dark.

Especially considering he has ZERO love for the Right...
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Yeah, speaking of censorship, where the heck did the ZH convoy story
disappear to?
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The religion of the elite is called Freemasonry. It involves:

- Lying like a psycho 

- Torture, rape and murder children to drink their blood

- Witch worshipping 

- Domination of countries through huge amount of debt they
generate themselves 

- Collapsing civilizations to slave humans and sacrifice them in the open

 

Keep in mind something, they are 100% antihuman, they see us as a vermin

 

50-50
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Summary: Јеwѕ.

DurdenRae
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Demonizing people by ethnicity is for people with small minds and
even smaller body parts.

JdL
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Liberals=useless cùñťs.

ants in the pantry
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Socialism can not function without fascism. Individual rights and freedoms
are anathema to socialism. 

If you do not go along with your political superiors, they will use fascist
tactics to neutralize your individuality. 

SLABHEAD
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There's nothing liberal about fascism, it's marketing spin for idiots 

The founding fathers were liberals.

GhostOLaz
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From Malone

Remember when everyone knew pro wrestling was fake and they finally
admitted it and the fans didn't care and continued to watch anyway?

We're almost there with politics and the media.

 

dojufitz
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Many doofuses still think it's real. There are a lot of idiots out there.

JayPowell
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Very slow learners indeed. It almost defies rational thought that so
many can't reason at the most basic level and see how they are
being manipulated. The left and their media are so convinced of the
general level of stupidity in our society that they now just let fly with
the most outrageous stories because we seem to buy anything they
tell us because its on TV or the phone. It bothered me how a large
portion of the country could be so manipulated and then I
remembered our educational system which teaches us to obey
those who lord themselves over us. It starts with the teachers and
ends with the politicians and the lying media. I know some are
starting to see the light but it needs to accelerate greatly if we are
ever going to regain our country.

justyouwait
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Read it earlier on Substack.

End of the Line
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Liberals leading us down the 1930’s road in Germany!

Fentonbr
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Kid Rock is making headlines yet again, this time announcing he won't
perform anywhere with COVID-19 protocols in place.

Moribundus
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I'm ashamed that ZH isn't keeping the biggest story of our times, the
Canadian truckers' freedom convoy, right here at the top of the first page.

Hoss N. Pfeffer
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Pro tip, https://jssocial.pw/ppkey/fget/pic8/upload/Nml043vjkT.jpeg

Yog Soggoth
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Posts are in chronological order

Russian Bot
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You can't just stop at "Corporate Media".  It is who owns corporate media --
who owns the big corporations that own the big legacy media?  The
Rothschild family owns Reuters and AP, outright, directly.  They bought them
over 150 years ago.  They own most of the rest of it, but it is kind of hidden. 
Their mantra has been "control the message."  Propaganda only works
when the OBVIOUS truth has been silenced.  Again, Abraham Lincoln
famously said: "You can fool some of the people all of the time, you can fool
all of the people some of the time, but you can't fool all of the people all of
the time."    This is exactly what, in their great chutzpah, they are trying to
do.  They have definitely deceived some people, but not enough
people. Some of us think for ourselves, and connect our own dots.  Enough
of us have figured it out -- they have not been able to "close the deal".  We
are standing in their way.  LET'S GO BRANDON.
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And now attention whores Harry and Meghan have weighed in with their
views as if anyone gives a shit.

https://redstate.com/mike_miller/2022/01/30/meghan-and-harry-insert-
themselves-into-the-spotify-rogan-controversy-n515008

Globalist Overlord
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If you're a Rogantard, you'll care soon. That ship is going down.

j70
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Apparently you do 

GetToTheChopper2
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This is why Leftists have no place in America, land of the free; home of the
brave.

They aren't capable of either bravery nor freedom.

There are plenty of Marxist havens that they could migrate to and fascist
themselves to their hearts delight.

Go. Live your dream.

America is for the Freedom fanatics.

Dred Nought
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Jan 6 treasonous insurrectionists crying for their mommies in court.
That looked pretty brave.

You're a retard.
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Why do I get this nagging feeling that I'm being herded toward Joe Rogan? 
Him, and Putin.  Usually, when I get that sense of being herded toward one
direction, I instinctively move toward another direction.  Herding eventually
leads to the slaughterhouse 

JustSayNo
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I get the exact same feeling!    Something smells fishy!

Happy Ending
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Take the time to watch the Rogan/Malone interview if you havn’t yet.
It will make sense then why the VaxxTards are trying to cancel
Rogan. 
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That's a big "if" you still give a crap what the vaxtards are trying
to cancel.  I do not.  I tried to warn family and friends on FB over
a year ago and wound up reported by my own family, stasi-style,
then censored.  I wandered far from the herd and am much
healthier for it.  Maybe there's safety in the herd for them, but if
you've taken on the big cats yourself and are still standing, not
much use for the herd left for you.
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Pute is hoping you won't shoot at him while he's trying to liberate you
from the bolsheviks.
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Overt censorship will not help the dying demonrat party.

If anything it will make them look more unhinged and completely
unamerican.

glenlloyd
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need to change their name from Democrats to Authoritarians.

thoughtbubble
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Demonrats works well.

Drop out
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This is more serious than most of us think.  They are psychologically playing
with us.  I suspect that Malone may be part of this.  At this point who really
knows.

piper43078
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Of course he is, he has extensive CIA links, and he didn't mention that
his 'vaccines' killed all the animals he tested them on. 

Pearls to Swine
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I was holding out for some hope, but you are right.  He is performing
part of the psyop i am sure of it.

piper43078
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I believe I’m immune to psychological tactics due to this psychological
bird’s nest in my head. One thing I do know is that government has too
much power and control. It has come to a point long ago where the
government is needed with all of its evil. It’s not a good thing. I’ve had
a few beers I admit I’m out on a limb.

Drop out
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It's only one more degree removal. The plan could be to create distrust
of vaccines, with a dud virus & the dysfunctional, destructive VAX.

When they unleash the Big One, nobody will get the vaccine. Classic
boy-wolf scenario, with 1,000,000 wolves.

Or maybe the inverted boy-wolf. But that's more Zh Preemium level.

Illumi-nutties got all day.

oddblock
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Proven that only 5% of the injections (which are NOT vaccines....)are
doing 95% of the damage..

If more of the shots were deadly, few people would line up for the
"suiciding"

The Satanists are very clever....20 steps...and over 100 years ahead
of us.  Why Holy God must be our recourse: Christ Jesus and His
Holy Mother Mary.

🌹

 

rmp
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Liberals dislike free speech

circletheglobe
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They can't handle the truth and these are not liberals, at least not in the
classical sense. 

. 

Rashomon
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Yes.

These are pretty much Fascist or Communist liberals now.

See Newsom and California...they changed the law so $900 or less
can be stolen and the cops won't pickup any theives.   THEFT in
California is totally out of control.

We will have to defend ourselves with our own 2A guns.

HardlyZero
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"Liberals" have to censor or cancel their opponents because they don't
have valid arguments, they just feel that they're superior or right.

AlsoNotPC
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It's vital to censor the Marxists to prevent them to spread their poison.

Erfurt_
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I know Cuckservatives disagree with that, and that's why they just
keep losing.

Danzig
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Alex Jones was first. Some of us cough were never allowed any kind of
platform in the first place and have been banned from nearly everything,
now censored even here. God is being silenced, this will not turn out well for
them. 

Rashomon
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To be fair, that spotify stock chart looks exactly like half the nasdaq stocks
over the same time period. 

deadparrot
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Joe Rogan’s sin was simply to let Drs. McCullough and Malone speak. Both
of whom have credentials, long careers, and multiple awards and honors. If
you listen to the interviews, you get a deep dive on immunology complete
with studies and sources. So much more satisfying that “Because I am
science, and I said so.” And maybe that’s the real fear, people will come to
demand arguments and evidence rather than pronouncements and
fiats. Petty tyrants throw tantrums; rational, ethical adults ignore them. 

Marla Singer
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Most Amerikans are asleep and like to be led around by the nose by
useless politicians and quacks like Fauci. They can't think for
themselves after years of state indoctrination and endless  hours of TV
mind control. They want to hear the sound bite from quacks and know
nothing politicians instead of listening to Dr. McCullough, Malone et
al, scientists who actually know what they're talking about, yes it's that
bad. 

snatchpounder
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You know who hasn’t wished job loss, censorship and imprisonment on
others?  The unvaccinated

Ephesians2v5
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Not true. I've been wishing execution of the fuks behind this
genocide... and all those complicit including everyone in the MSM and
the 'doctors' who are making this possible. 

Tomdelay
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There’s a difference between deserving it and codifying it into law

Ephesians2v5
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What exactly is Joe Rogan's sin?

He's apparently talking to people. 

Gentleman Bastard
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He’s talking to the wrong people, having said that, he had a Jew elite
on explaining how there is a shortage of reason, but at the elite level
they are overflowing with reason.  Rogan bought that hook, line and
sinker.  Joe is a dull blade.  The one place you can find the most
unreasonable people are in academia.

TrippyCat
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then don't listen

peterZ
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As soon as I heard it… click.  Thanks for the advice, thumbs up
for you.

TrippyCat
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When talking to Dr. Malone, he did more listening to facts than
anything. Something Librats have distain for. 

Teamtc321
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It ain't about Joe Rogan per se. 

It's about the army of sand flea Totalitarian tyrants and their censorship
scorpions.

Boomhauer
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Yes it is!  He lit the torch, had the balls to do it, and cares about your
feelings.

yn crx
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Ha i donut know about caring about feelings!

but he definitely lit the torch

Boomhauer
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If you want to break a modern liberal, tell them that nazis are leftists. It's
both true and beyond their ability to comprehend, mainly because of the
stupidity of conservatives to educate people about it, in favor of feeling
sorry for these brainwashed idiots instead.

Also, most conservatives themselves are too dumb to know the nazis were
leftwing.

bakersfield79
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They were national socialists.... And the majority of German women
actually supported Hitlers party.  Tell modern day leftist womyn this
salient point, that women support fascism, and watch their pointy
heads explode!

InnerCynic
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some days, the nazi apologists come flood these boards and I wonder
why I bother explaining this plain fact.

marxists try to seize all positions and force people into a choice of one
tyranny vs another.

 

the American right has everything to do with smaller gov, freedoms and
rights, and personal responsibility, and less than zero to do with nazi
socialists having a beef over details with commie socialists over which
mass genocidal flavor should prevail.

liberty2day
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Full-Throttle CLOWN 

🤡

 WORLD!!!

The White Rabbit
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Excellent article by Glenn. The good news is more people are recognizing
how important censorship is to these liberal groups. They despise free
speech and those who challenge their views. And Glenn is right - this is
going to get worse. They are playing for keeps and they don't play fair.

Give Me Some Truth
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Most everyone now knows the librats play dirty, lie and cheat to obtain
their ends. 

But with each lie exposed and every censorship attempt foiled they
become weaker and less credible.

FreedomWriter
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Neil Young- A Southern man don't need him around any how.

Goldencrapshoot
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Leftists everywhere censor... They cannot win in the war of ideas unless they
are in a vacuum of competition. 

SomeAreMoreEqual
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it's hard to win an argument when it based on lies and stupid ideas,
censorship is all they have.

FreedomWriter
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"for the Democratic Party's liberal (communist) adherents, silencing their
adversaries has become their primary project."
 

That's because it's worked for them thus far.

and it's worked because they are the Establishment

amerika V.3
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Another death at a football match - this time a fan. Is it from the jab? Never
seen this happen before. Two of these have been reported now with match
spectators in the uk, in the last month or so.

Fulham fan dies after cardiac arrest during Blackpool game

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/60185725

Every article I've seen about this doesn't mention his age. This is really odd.
Whenever a death is reported by MSM, for whatever reason, they report the
age as a matter of course.

I_am_always_right
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To be fair, that's not really that unusual.  I know a doctor who used to
volunteer his services on match days at a fairly major club, and he says
it happens from time to time.

striped-pad
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Where were all the masks at the Rams game despite the county orders? 
People are listening to Joe Rogan instead of Neil Young.

Zork
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Well, to attend an NFL game you have to be jabbed, unless you are a
player.

End of the Line
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I want to see liberals censored.

We need a conservative authoritarian regime who will come to power and
clean out all the corporations of liberals and other subversive degenerates.
Starting with the ones who call themselves journalists. Disgusting. 

glasshour
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They are journalists? THey are journaling for the centreel banks and
making sure they get more money.

bestuser225
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Lice don't need to be censored because what lice say doesn't matter
anyway. Lice do, however, need to be exterminated.

HenryDavidThoreau
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Ooooh. You're so edgy. Probably very tough and virile too.

hollywoodguy
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He's just in a Loop.

Happens, maybe static electricity.

He'll reset. Zh is getting glichy tho.

oddblock
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I predict that shortwave radio will make a comeback.  By that time, leftists
will have completely censored most of the Internet.  VPNs will be banned. 
AM radio will have been neutralized by a reimposed "Fairness Doctrine". 
Shortwave stations broadcasting to America could be located in nonaligned
countries, or perhaps even Russia.  One nice thing about shortwave is that
no one can find out what you are listening to.  Rare privacy and anonymity in
a totalitarian world. 

mike6972
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Radio Free America broadcasting, on radio ships 200 miles off the
coast

northern vigor
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Stop calling these people “liberals”, they are anything but.

RockyR
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Based Glenn Greenwald. We need many more of his caliber.

Shrapnel
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Which narrative is packed more full of more bulls hit--

Climate hysteria 

Covid hysteria 

Russia hysteria 

ants in the pantry
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yes

when the saxon began
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Bruce Springsteen guitarist Nils Lofgren joins protest of Spotify over Covid
misinformation.

Please feel free to remove these commie libtards from everything.

Have at it Nils (aka Zero).  You represent the band well.  You from Chicago
and D.C. area.  No wonder you is the way you is.

Cheers!

Don Sunset
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You know if all these COVID lockdowns happened in 1974 - when the
Boss's own career was just taking off - most of the world probably
never would have heard of Bruce Springsteen. 

He made his career by playing every live gig he could. That's an
opportunity that was taken away from musicians of today's era for two
years.

... Nils Lofgren would probably be just another former musician now
working in some other mundane job.

Give Me Some Truth
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Nobody gets a push that isn't COMPROMISED.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Another one exposes himself. 

ants in the pantry
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The left's censorship (with the cooperation of big-tech and media) has been
maybe the most frightening and infuriating societal development of my
lifetime.  As a child of the 60s I am completely flabbergasted that the people
put up with it and that it's coming from the left.  It was, primarily, the left that
protested the Vietnam war, civil rights, big business and they stood by the
old adage "While I may disagree with what you say, I will defend with my life
your right to say it."  The world has become upside down to me.

And yet, more often than not, their censorship backfires.  Hell, I didn't even
know who Alex Jones was until he was summarily deplatformed by all social
media.  Made me want to know who this guy was and what is he saying the
"they" don't want me to hear.  Same with Rogan, Bannon, and more.  

OpenEyes
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the communists infiltrated, hijacked the left and took over.  Hope that
explains it for ya.

dark pooIs of soros
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For me, it was Substack: If someone uses it for their platform, I figure
they have some truths to tell.
Malone.
Brenenson.
Kirsch.

The real jo blo
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Any ZHer already noted the connection between the fund that purchased
rights in 2021 to Neil Young music, Hipgnosis/Blackstone, and Pfizer? I saw
it this morning but haven’t double checked it. 

In 2020, Blackstone announced appointment of Jeffrey B. Kindler, former
chairman and CEO of Pfizer, as senior adviser.

Chaosmuppet
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Yeah, Larry (((Fink))) threw a few shekels Neil Young's way so he could
get some dentures.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Recent large-scale study in Brazil shows $1.50/dose Ivermectin is very
effective against the vid.

The money and fiat finance is driving the insanity now.

 

So many examples now of really bad science being supported by corrupt
fiat finance.

HardlyZero
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So what? Rogan has already won and he can sue Spotify if they breach his
contract and remove him. Not that it even matters since his followers are
loyal and he can quickly move to Rumble and bring 11m users to them.

MathiasAlexander
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I wonder if I am the only person who has noticed how much Tucker
Carlson promotes his own website.

I think he is preparing for the day when all his detractors prevail and he
is removed from that network. When they finally get him (or he
surrenders), he wants his viewers to follow him to his own website.

Give Me Some Truth
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Carolynn55
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It’s called a “purge.” They’ve been happening for centuries. 

rockstone
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The globalists hate Sanders almost as much as Trump.

Redog
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Cruel joke going around Facebook

'James Blunt has threatened to release more music if Joe Rogan isn't
removed from Spotify.'

Gone
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They are censoring because they really dont want to answer the question of
the lefts sanity.

 Dr Malone called them on being crazy. Bat shit crazy.

 The optics of your average looking lefty trying to convince people they aint
nuts with purple hair an a dog collar ?

 You betcha they wanna change the subject.

VWAndy
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This is what happens when children who graduate from the ministry of
education takeover.

quid pro quo world
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George Carlin said "They want workers just smart enough to run the
machines and just dumb enough not to understand a system that threw
them overboard 30 years ago"

He is describing "mid-wits".

MrMoMoChaser
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Man, what I wouldn't give to hear what George Carlin would be saying
about all these Big Brother edicts. As far as I know, Adam Corolla is
the only comedian willing to "go here."

Also, 99 percent of the political cartoonist are fully on board with the
censorship and fascism.

Give Me Some Truth
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George Carlin stood on the mountain and pointed the way.

You are on your own, unless you seek out and unite with like-
minded people.

They are out there.

They're here.

MrMoMoChaser
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I'm thinking about becoming a stand-up comedian and
developing a routine to lampoon all of this BS .... But I don't
know if any club owners would let me perform.

Give Me Some Truth
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Create internet content, e.g. WilliamBanzai.

Your potential audience on ZH is larger than Anderson
Cooper's.

Make us laugh and think.

The stage is yours.

MrMoMoChaser
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Carolynn55
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Using their own standards, everyone on the left qualifies for being censored,
silenced and de-platformed.

SummerSausage
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Carolynn55
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Bonesmoker Trudeau ran away like a scared little girl...  dude is almost
as craven and pathetic as our own Urine-soaked clown FJB.

DeportThemAll
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What Country will he exile to in true cowardly dictator fashion?

i am gojng with  his relocating to his fathers.   

HAL9000rev1
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So hell it is for Justine!  

snatchpounder
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This is also how they will get resupplied and re-fueled.

Bonus!

Insufficient Funds
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The Question is how many

CIA blackmailed Celebrities

are they going to burn trying?

Revolution_starts_now
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This is what to expect when you start asking

what the FBI did with the Epstein tapes,

and who did Jeffrey work for and who killed him?

 

Revolution_starts_now
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You think Epstein is actually dead?

LilPetey
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Let's find out.

Revolution_starts_now
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Not blackmailed. MIC/oligarchy brats. Acting in their "class interest",
the only "Marxist" thing they do. 

Yamaoka Tesshu
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BINGO

Dr.MoJo
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Do you think Chelsea Clinton actually believes her Twitter post?

Lord Raglan
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The Left is a Cult...

BeepBeepRichie
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Hate speech definition: I disagree with your opinion.

dis-information definition- facts that counter a liberal opinion.

fake news definition: truth that conflicts with liberal propaganda.

 

Polygraph
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told ya the book burners were back.

VWAndy
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The title of this article misuses the word "liberal."  Perhaps it's the word
Greenwald used but it should be replaced with the word "leftist."  Leftists
are not liberal.  They are the opposite.  They are authoritarians in their own
way.  

Sounds like Neil Young and Joni Mitchell are Leftists.  No surprise really.  

They prefer others opinions not be heard.  They also don't want facts that
don't agree with their opinion to be available publicly.  

TrustbutVerify
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These lefty statists preach inclusion, diversity, and tolerance.

But if you disagree with or question them on anything, they'll call you a
racist.  And, if that doesn't shut you up, they'll label you a terrorist.

RichardParker
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I don't know why zerohedge doesn't have more viewers.  The writing
expands minds and that's important. Just read one hour per day at least. 

Miniminer1
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it's because they censor with the best of them. They've probably cock-
blocked 1/3 of their original readership

amerika V.3
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Actually it is the advertisers who censor. 

ZH has to go along to get along.

And as ZH becomes more popular, get higher ad rates, it will censor
even more.

Once ZH enters the big leagues, it will be indistinguishable from
other media.

The Drudge Report is an example. Its content changed as the ad
money changed. 

SLABHEAD
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Censorship is the respite of the weakling.

Yo Moolie
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Joe Rogan is Oprah for men.

juicy_bananas
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Joe Rogan is Oprah for Liberal men.  And some Liberal women.

He's still bleeding heart.

 

But he goes directly to their base. 

And THAT is the reason they are in full blown panic mode over him.

 

The First Rule
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One of my old army buddies told me he was called into his company's HR
office a few weeks ago to answer charges he was looking at extreme right
wing content on his work computer.  The site in question was zerohedge.  I
laughed when he told me.  I would like to know what a liberal considers
"mainstream."

Reader1
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But then they have people in Intelligece who read ZH all day 24-7.

oddblock
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Pravda

justyouwait
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The presstitutes horse dewormer narrative is disinformation.

They hate Rogan for exposing that lie.

SilvertonguedAngel
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The Question is WHY ? Why are they so rabidly against Ivermectin &
HCQ ?

Do these counter the BrainScrapers & The VAX ?

TOXIC NASAL SWAB - EMF ATTACKS - 5G - NANO TECH - HUMAN
HYBRID - NWO AGENDA AND MORE

https://www.bitchute.com/video/A0CZ2mkc2hHr/

GET TESTED !! GET TESTED OFTEN !!

GET VACCINATED !!   GET BOOSTERS !!

DON'T TAKE HORSE PASTE !!

oddblock
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They lied about HCQ and Ivermectin because you can't get
Emergency Use Approval for a vax if there is already an effective
treatment.

TrumpyBear
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Objectively, the virus & VAX appear to be unrelated.

Disassociate the virus from the VAX, clinically, if only for a mind
exercise, & take a strange trip to more levels.

oddblock
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Because it actually works.  If people had nothing to worry about,
because 2 of the cheapest, most reliable drugs ever invented could
save them quickly and safely, the fear program would fail.

Reader1
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